
SACRED SOUND PILGRIMAGE IN PERU 

SINGING THE SONG LINES OF CREATION  

21 September – 3 October 2014  

In oneness with the Earth Mother and all her realms we open our heart, 
mind and body to allow the songs of creation to flow once more … 

With this sacred intention we walk the Earth, ride the Waters, listen to the 
Mountains and the wisdom keepers, send out our songs and prayers on the 
Wind. We become one with the Sacred River of Life and travel on our 
pilgrimage deeply into the sacred portals to honour and receive the gifts 
the Ancient Ones and Mother Earth hold for us, to ground who we truly are. 

 

Our intention for this Sacred Sound Pilgrimage: 

Yamala, the Ancient Ones, Creation Councils, Mother Earth, the Apus 
Mountain Spirits, and the divine presence of our soul offer us a special 
journey that blesses us with the innocence of our pure essence and frees 
our joy, happiness and the power of receiving and giving who we truly are 
in life. As representatives for humanity and our ancient lineage, we anchor 
the new teachings as a gift to all beings and the Earth. 

Via sacred sound activations ~ light infusions ~ deep meditation ~ mudra ~ 
mantra ~ movement ~ journaling we open our heart, voice and body as a 
conduit of Sound and Light, to deeply enter in communion with the Earth 
portals, the Stars, the Ancient Ones and Guardians of the sacred sites to 
receive the frequencies, blessings and dispensations that support us to: 

• Liberate the power of the Voice of Creation within us and within the 
Earth 

• Ignite the original Star Seeds with our Soul’s Light 

• Free karmic patterns of sacrifice and misuse of power held in the sacred 
portals and our own lineage 

• Receive back from the Earth unused creation gifts of our soul 

• Give our gifts for the benefit of others, the Earth and all of creation – 
embody our power to create clearly, lovingly, authentically 



With the gift of our presence we transmit and anchor these keys into the 
land and the multidimensional realms of creation for the greater good of all. 

Allowing Creation to Flow through Us… 

 

THE JOURNEY IN THE ANCIENT PORTALS 

 

 
The way to truly ground ourselves, our soul, our gifts, is to open to the pure 
essence of life within. As the light of source emanates deeply through our 
heart and voice into the womb of creation, we ignite the flow of divine 
creation energy. 

Deeply loving the light creates the inner marriage that allows the River of 
Life to stream through all realms. With our Golden River of divine energy, 
pure power of creation, we ignite the Creation Matrix at the core, in the 
Heart of Creation in the belly of the Earth. The Amrita Gateway of Life, our 
Sacral Chakra, is this sacred source vortex, the heart of creation in our belly. 

Machu Picchu is a Sacred Star Seed Portal where the Heart is opened to 
embrace the Source Light within, and balance the feminine and masculine 
energies, to be a conduit of this light and gift it to the Earth. In this portal we 
will receive keys to liberate the Star Seeds, the divine origin held within the 
heart of our soul, activating the blueprints that begin the journey of birthing 
our gifts, for the greater good of the Matrix of all Life.  

1. The Golden Solar Archangels and the power of the Suns and Moons will 
support us to meet, honour and own the true light of our soul. The 
Mountain Spirits of Machu Picchu will guide our way. 

2. Deeply traveling into the portal of Machu Picchu, the Solar and Lunar 
discs of the Star Beings will offer us dispensations and frequencies to 
harmonize and balance our Heart, so giving and receiving Light, Love, 
Sound may be natural and easy for us again.  



3. Our Heart will be activated, ignited, celebrated to liberate the divine 
blueprints or Star Seeds and create a greater connection with our soul’s 
path of creation in life. 

In the portals of the Sacred Valley and Sacsayhuaman, Cusco we will 
awaken and empower our creation energies and release memories of 
disempowerment that may have limited our ability to embrace our natural 
and true empowerment in life. 

1. In the Sacred Valley we will build a bridge of power between our Heart 
and Sacral or Amrita Gateway. In Moray we build the love frequency 
and our connection with trust and faith. 

2. We will liberate our emotional and mental bodies of old patterns to open 
the pathways of creation within our sacred valley, the intimacy of our 
belly. 

3. At Sacsayhuaman we will travel into the Temple of the Moon to be 
supported to meet and surrender memories of sacrifice held by our soul 
since ceremonies in ancient times. 

Lake Titikaka is a Creation Centre, a sacred Source Vortex or Amrita 
Gateway for the Earth. A planetary portal of divine feminine Receptivity, this 
amber golden lake of pure power is calling us to liberate our own ability to 
truly receive the power, the knowing, the divine essence within. 

1. Deeply traveling into this portal will gift us the Healing of the Womb, 
where we may reclaim missing parts of our Amrita Gateway + our 
creation body matrix.  

2. We will clear old, incomplete and unfulfilled creations. Once this power is 
liberated we will travel into the Inner Earth Heart of Creation and the City 
of Light, where we will meet with the original star seeds of Venus.  

3. Sacred sound activations will initiate the alignment and harmonising of 
our Heart and Creation Centres and the bridge between these two. 

4. We will hold a ceremony to liberate a higher part of our creation 
consciousness that has been held in the care of the Ancient Ones in the 
Inner Earth here. This part of us is now able to merge and unite into the 
Light of our Heart again and be seen, heard, known in the world. 

5. The purpose of our journey into Lake Titicaca is to reclaim our feminine 
power of creation through the Venusian Higher Self connection. 

The Island of the Sun in Lake Titicaca is honoured as the birth place for the 
Incan Empire, with the Ancient Wisdom and Power it holds. Here we will 
birth and bring into the light creation gifts of our Soul, that have been 



unused yet in this lifetime. These gifts have been held in the care of the 
Ancient Ones and emissaries in the portal deep in the Earth here.  

1. In sacred ceremony we will travel deeply into the Inner Earth City of Light 
where we will meet and honour the ancient guardians.  

2. We will receive the sacred gift of our Soul, held in the Ancient Portal, and 
learn how this gift may enhance our life and the life of others. 

3. In Ceremony we will give thanks for the path we walk in co-creation with 
and in service of our Soul, Yamala, the Ancient Ones and Guardians, the 
Earth Mother Pachamama and all of creation. 

 

THE TEAM 

We give thanks for the blessed loving presence of Yamala, Mother Earth, 
the Ancient Ones and Guardians, the Voidal Mothers, the Apus mountain 
spirits, the Councils of Love, Light and Creation, the Star Mothers and 
Fathers, the Golden Solar Archangels, the Forces of the Elements, the Devas 
and Nature Kingdoms, the Divine Presence of all Souls on this pilgrimage 
and those that are connected to us through their Soul Lineage.  

Without you this journey would not be possible! You are the essence and 
the Source… you are the love and the wisdom… you are the guidance that 
takes us to our greatest heights… 
 

  

Lelama Sjamar is your guide for your Sacred 
Sound and Creation Pilgrimage. She is a 
channel and embodiment for the love and 
wisdom of Yamala, Creation Mother and has 
a deep connection with the ancestral, earth 
and starry realms. Lelama has a powerful 
voice that reaches through the veils and calls 
forth the truth and power of creation from 
Source through the universal sound current.  

 



Lelama will offer teachings, meditations, sacred sound activations, keys, 
codes from her Presence and the Teams in the unseen worlds, to guide you 
into a deeper place of communion and divine connection with the 
Ancestors and the Sacred Portals in the land, so you may empower yourself, 
share the gift of your heart and soul with this sacred land and her people 
and offer your voice as an instrument in activating the Creation Matrix. 

With love, wisdom and compassion Lelama will support you to meet what 
may arise and inspire you to share her joy and passion of Singing the Song 
Lines of Creation in service of all beings and Earth herself. 

 

With such joy and gratitude in my heart I share with you that the universal 
spirit aligned our project with such a beautiful Peruvian man to join our 
team and co-create this journey with.  

 

 
 

Washi has created the company Magical Tours Peru and is organizing the 
logistics of our pilgrimage, while introducing us deeply into the beauty and 
wisdom of his homeland. He will take us into the community and his shaman 
friend and brother will be our guides on this pilgrimage.  

ITINERARY 

Our beautiful connection with all of creation has led to a wonderful itinerary 
that will support us to weave a magical 13 day journey through the Sacred 
Portals of the Andean Land and Waters and make a profound connection 
with the Ancient Ones and Pachamama, Earth Mother, and the gifts they 
hold for us. The Itinerary pdf is attached to this email. 

As we are on a Sacred Journey with Spirit, we will follow the highest 
guidance in the moment. This may result in changes in the itinerary. We ask 
your flexibility and understanding, if this would occur. 

HE TI YAONI HI ~ Walk gently on the Earth 

Washington Gibaja Tapia is a beautiful guide, 
living in the Sacred Valley in Peru. He has a 
great connection with the spirit of the land 
and the mountains, the Apus, with the shaman 
or paqo and the grandmothers, wisdom 
keepers of the Land of the Andes. Washi wrote 
the book ‘The Magic of Machupicchu’ which 
led us to him. 

 


